
William C. Campbell 
Portland, OR 97221 

 
The Hon. Dacia Grayber, Chair 
House Committee On Emergency Management, General Government, and Veterans 
900 Court St. NE, H-492 
Salem, Oregon 97301 
 
 RE:  HB 3572; Testimony in Opposition, with Suggestions. 
 
Dear Rep. Grayber: 
 
My letter concerns HB 3572, in anticipation of your hearing on Thursday, March 30, at 1:00 PM.  I regret 
I will not be able to attend in person, but I offer some thoughts.   
 
Legislative Background. 
I worked with Secretary of State Brown and a team of Oregon lawyers to draft and present the Oregon 
Benefit Company legislation that became Oregon’s Benefit Company law, 2013 Oregon Laws Ch. 269.  I 
attach a PDF of the session law.   
 
One of the questions we were asked in committee hearing in the 2013 legislature was “Are you looking 
for special tax breaks or other benefits.”  The answer was a definitive “no.”  That “no” became 
embodied in the following language preserved in the preamble to the session law, which the team 
working with Secretary Brown endorsed: 
 

Whereas the Legislative Assembly understands and intends that the provisions of this 
2013 Act do not give a benefit company a preference for public contracts, provide a 
benefit company with any tax advantage or otherwise permit the State of Oregon, an 
agency of the State of Oregon, a local government or an agency of a local government to 
grant a preference or advantage to a benefit company that is not available on the same 
basis to any other person or entity, or that is solely a consequence of the benefit 
company’s status as a benefit company; now, therefore …., 

 

Respectfully – we are entirely willing to adhere to, and defend, the commitment we made to the 
Oregon legislature ten years ago.  We seek no leg up.   

We seek only continuing legal protection, as business managers, to bring our whole humanity to 
our work – to be allowed to keep faith with our investors and our larger community, without 
being told by courts that doing so is failing to act in our investors’ best interest. 
 
Business Context. 
While I write in my personal capacity as a citizen of Oregon, in my work I now have the privilege 
of being the Chief Risk and Compliance Officer for Equilibrium Capital Management, Inc. 
(“Equilibrium”).   
 
Equilibrium became an Oregon Benefit Company under that new law on the first business day of 
2014, the first day it was possible to do so.  We are proud to have been backers of that law.   
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Since becoming a Benefit Company we have raised and put to work over $2.4 billion of capital in 
five different funds.  We accomplished this not despite our benefit company status, but 
embracing it.   
 
Most of our capital comes from very savvy, very capable, major institutional investors, such as 
public pension or public treasury funds in Canada, England, the Scandinavian countries, 
Germany, Japan, Australia, and the United States.    While none of our capital to date comes 
from Oregon’s PERS or other State resources, we have put a very healthy portion of our capital 
from elsewhere to work in Oregon, in very large sustainable farming operations, processing 
plants, and renewable natural gas facilities such as the one in Morrow County at Threemile 
Canyon Farm. 
 
We have been able to achieve this without concessionary benefits anywhere, and without 
compromise to our Benefit Company principles in anything we do.  In fact B-Labs, our third-
party assessor, has rated us “Best for the World” in multiple sustainability categories in each of 
the last five years (a status that denotes top 10% of Certified Benefit Companies rated in 
category.)  
 
In fact, the depth of understanding of long-term value our Benefit Company principles have 
enabled us to convey, can often be a decided advantage in the eyes of investors.  
 
Fiduciary Context. 
If Equilibrium were not a Benefit Company, definitions of fiduciary duty currently in vogue 
(“Maximize Profits to Shareholders, full stop”) might require me, as an officer of a private 
corporation, to write in support of HB 3572 no matter what I personally thought.  After all, 105% 
is bigger than 100%, so having that advantage would be profit-maximizing. That’s in part 
because “profit” is an accounting definition that excludes long-term, unquantifiable, even if 
known, bad effects.  Where do I put “erosion of trust” on my Income Statement?    
 
That’s the problem Benefit Companies alleviate.  No spreadsheet can model the effect of failing 
to keep faith with the conversations the Benefit Company community had with Oregon’s 
legislature in 2013.  As human beings, though, we know that trust is more valuable than rubies, 
and for sustainable value, worth more than any short-term advantage.  With trust, great things 
are possible. Without it, community is impossible, long-lived solutions are impossible, and the 
Oregon we value – where we take good governance for granted as our birthright - is impossible.    
 
Encouraging Benefit Companies. 
If the purpose of the proposed legislation is to encourage more Benefit Companies, that is a 
purpose I endorse wholeheartedly.  While my desire to keep faith with the original legislature 
leads me to turn down the proposal in the draft bill to do that, I think simplifying access to the 
power of benefit companies might help.  With reference to the attached Session Law: 

• There’s an inconsistency between sections of the law (e.g., Sections 1 (1), 1 (4)) that 
refer only to corporations and limited liability companies, and Section 5 (3), which 
assumes professional corporations can be benefit companies too.  There’s no good 
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reason not to extend the possibility of being a benefit company to any form of business 
entity that can be created in Oregon.  Legislative Counsel may have a simple fix. 

• Section 7(1)(a) says a benefit company must have a “board of governors”, but the 
definition of a “governor” includes a Manager of an LLC (one person or company – not a 
board) that is a benefit company.  For clarity it might be useful to amend 7(1)(a) to read 
“A benefit company must have a board of governors that consists of at least one person 
or Manager entity, and may… 

• Section 10 requires preparation of a benefit report annually.  In other areas, Oregon 
elected to permit, rather than require, some aspects of “Benefit Corporations”, and thus 
to simplify access to this business form by comparison to other states.  For example: 

o Oregon allows, but does not require, a “Benefit Governor”.   

o Oregon requires only a simple majority of owners or shareholders to adopt the 
Benefit Company form but allows higher majorities if the benefit company 
elects.   

o Oregon allows benefit companies to name a specific public purpose, but does 
not require it; the “general public purpose” rule for all benefit companies 
applies regardless.   

o Oregon requires benefit companies to assess against an independent third party 
standard but does not require third party review or grading or auditing or 
certification of the assessment.   

All these choices to allow, but not require, make benefit companies more accessible.  
Oregon should do the same with respect to the Benefit Company report.   

o To achieve this it would be sufficient to amend Section 10(1) of 2013 Oregon 
Laws Ch. 269 to add and delete as follows:  “A benefit company each year may 
shall prepare a benefit report.”  

  
Many thanks for your consideration. 
 
 
 
William C. Campbell 
Bill.Campbell@easystreet.net 
Constituent, House District 28 
  
(Equilibrium’s website can be found at www.eq-cap.com.) 
 

mailto:Bill.Campbell@easystreet.net
http://www.eq-cap.com/


OREGON LAWS 2013 Chap. 269

CHAPTER 269

AN ACT HB 2296

Relating to benefit companies.
Whereas the Legislative Assembly intends with

this 2013 Act to provide the legal means to create
and operate benefit companies, a form of business
entity the purpose of which is to create benefits for
the public in addition to generating profit for the
entity’s owners; and

Whereas the Legislative Assembly understands
and intends that the provisions of this 2013 Act do
not give a benefit company a preference for public
contracts, provide a benefit company with any tax
advantage or otherwise permit the State of Oregon,
an agency of the State of Oregon, a local govern-
ment or an agency of a local government to grant a
preference or advantage to a benefit company that
is not available on the same basis to any other per-
son or entity, or that is solely a consequence of the
benefit company’s status as a benefit company; now,
therefore,
Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Or-
egon:

SECTION 1. As used in sections 1 to 11 of
this 2013 Act:

(1) “Benefit company” means a corporation
or a limited liability company that is incorpo-
rated, organized, formed or created under sec-
tion 3 of this 2013 Act.

(2) “Benefit governor” means an individual
who is designated as the benefit governor of a
benefit company under section 7 of this 2013
Act.

(3) “General public benefit” means a material
positive impact on society and the environment,
taken as a whole, from the business and oper-
ations of a benefit company.

(4) “Governor” means a director of a corpo-
ration that is a benefit company, a member in
a member-managed limited liability company
that is a benefit company or a manager in a
manager-managed limited liability company that
is a benefit company.

(5) “Minimum status vote” means a decision
that an entity makes in accordance with section
4 of this 2013 Act.

(6) “Third-party standard” means a recog-
nized standard for defining, reporting and as-
sessing an entity’s social and environmental
performance that:

(a) Establishes criteria that apply to all of
the interests described in section 6 (1)(b), (c),
(d), (e) and (f) of this 2013 Act;

(b) Is developed by an organization that is
not under the control of the benefit company or
any of the benefit company’s affiliates; and

(c) Has information publicly available con-
cerning:

(A) The criteria the standard uses to meas-
ure an entity’s overall social and environmental

performance and the relative weight the stand-
ard gives to each criterion;

(B) The process by which the standard is
developed and revised; and

(C) The organization that developed the
standard that is sufficient in detail to disclose
any relationships that might compromise the
organization’s independence, including:

(i) The material owners and members of the
organization’s governing body;

(ii) How the organization selects members
of the organization’s governing body; and

(iii) The organization’s sources of financial
support.

SECTION 2. (1) Except as otherwise provided
in sections 1 to 11 of this 2013 Act, sections 1 to
11 of this 2013 Act apply to:

(a) A corporation that states in the
corporation’s articles of incorporation or arti-
cles of conversion that the corporation is sub-
ject to sections 1 to 11 of this 2013 Act;

(b) A limited liability company that states in
the limited liability company’s articles of or-
ganization or articles of conversion that the
limited liability company is subject to sections 1
to 11 of this 2013 Act; or

(c) A corporation or limited liability com-
pany that elects to become a benefit company
under section 3 of this 2013 Act.

(2)(a) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of
this subsection, a benefit company that is a
corporation incorporated under ORS chapter 60
is subject to ORS chapter 60 and to sections 1
to 11 of this 2013 Act.

(b) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of
this subsection, a benefit company that is a
limited liability company organized under ORS
chapter 63 is subject to ORS chapter 63 and to
sections 1 to 11 of this 2013 Act.

(c) To the extent that a provision of sections
1 to 11 of this 2013 Act conflicts with a provision
of ORS chapter 60 or 63, a specific provision of
sections 1 to 11 of this 2013 Act controls over a
general provision of ORS chapter 60 or 63.

(3) Sections 1 to 11 of this 2013 Act do not
apply to a corporation that is not a benefit
company or to a limited liability company that
is not a benefit company.

SECTION 3. (1)(a) Notwithstanding ORS
60.074 (2), a corporation incorporated under ORS
chapter 60 is a benefit company under sections
1 to 11 of this 2013 Act if the corporation’s arti-
cles of incorporation state that the corporation
is a benefit company subject to sections 1 to 11
of this 2013 Act.

(b) Notwithstanding ORS 63.074 (3), a limited
liability company organized under ORS chapter
63 is a benefit company under sections 1 to 11
of this 2013 Act if the limited liability company’s
articles of organization state that the limited li-
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ability company is a benefit company subject to
sections 1 to 11 of this 2013 Act.

(2)(a) A corporation that is incorporated un-
der ORS chapter 60 may become a benefit com-
pany by amending the corporation’s articles of
incorporation to state, in addition to the re-
quirements set forth in ORS 60.047, that the
corporation is a benefit company subject to
sections 1 to 11 of this 2013 Act. The amendment
to the articles of incorporation must be ap-
proved by a minimum status vote.

(b) A limited liability company that is or-
ganized under ORS chapter 63 may become a
benefit company by amending the limited liabil-
ity company’s articles of organization to state,
in addition to the requirements set forth in ORS
63.047, that the limited liability company is a
benefit company subject to sections 1 to 11 of
this 2013 Act. The amendment to the articles of
organization must be approved by a minimum
status vote.

(3) A benefit company may be formed by
means of a conversion if articles of conversion
that state that the converted entity will be a
benefit company that is subject to sections 1 to
11 of this 2013 Act are approved by a minimum
status vote.

(4) An entity that is not a benefit company
may become a benefit company by merging or
exchanging equity interests with a benefit com-
pany if the shareholders or holders of equity in-
terests of the entity that is not the benefit
company approve, by a minimum status vote, a
plan of merger or a plan for exchanging equity
interests with a benefit company under which
the surviving entity will be a benefit company.

(5) A benefit company may become an entity
other than a benefit company only if an action
to remove from the articles of incorporation,
articles of organization or articles of conversion
the provision that states that the entity is a
benefit company subject to sections 1 to 11 of
this 2013 Act is approved by a minimum status
vote.

(6)(a) A plan for a benefit company must be
approved by a minimum status vote if the plan
would:

(A) Merge the benefit company with an en-
tity that is not a benefit company, if the sur-
viving entity would not be a benefit company;

(B) Provide for exchanging equity interests
with an entity that is not a benefit company, if
the exchange would create an entity that is not
a benefit company and that would hold sub-
stantially all of the benefit company’s assets;

(C) Convert the benefit company to an entity
that is not a benefit company; or

(D) Otherwise cause sections 1 to 11 of this
2013 Act not to apply to the benefit company.

(b) A sale, lease, exchange or other disposi-
tion of all or substantially all of a benefit
company’s assets must be approved by a mini-

mum status vote unless the benefit company
conducts the sale, lease, exchange or other dis-
position in the ordinary course of the benefit
company’s business.

(7) A provision of a benefit company’s arti-
cles of incorporation, articles of organization,
articles of conversion or plan described in sub-
section (6) of this section may be inconsistent
with or supersede a provision of sections 1 to 11
of this 2013 Act only to the extent that the pro-
vision in the articles of incorporation, articles
of organization, articles of conversion or plan
imposes a more stringent requirement on the
benefit company, in keeping with the purposes
set forth in sections 1 to 11 of this 2013 Act,
than a provision of sections 1 to 11 of this 2013
Act imposes.

SECTION 4. (1) Except as provided in sub-
sections (2) and (3) of this section, an approval
of an action described in section 3 (2) to (6) of
this 2013 Act is effective only if, in addition to
any other applicable requirements, a majority
of the interests that are entitled to vote on the
action are voted to approve the action.

(2) If an entity’s governing documents or the
provisions of ORS chapter 60 or 63, as applica-
ble, require more than a majority vote or re-
quire each class or series to vote separately,
approval of the action is effective only if the re-
quirement for the greater vote or for separate
class or series voting is met.

(3) If, as of the effective date of this 2013
Act, an entity has shares that are listed on a
national securities exchange or are regularly
traded in a market that a member of a national
or affiliated securities association maintains,
each class or series of the entity’s shares must
separately meet the requirement to approve the
action by two-thirds of the shares that are en-
titled to vote.

SECTION 5. (1) In addition to any purpose
set forth in or adopted in accordance with ORS
60.047 (2)(c)(A), 60.074, 63.047 or 63.074, a benefit
company has the purpose of providing a general
public benefit.

(2)(a) The articles of incorporation or arti-
cles of organization for a benefit company may
identify a specific public benefit for the benefit
company in addition to the purposes described
in subsection (1) of this section. A benefit
company’s identification of a specific public
benefit does not limit the benefit company’s ob-
ligation to fulfill the purposes described in sub-
section (1) of this section.

(b) A benefit company may amend the arti-
cles of incorporation or articles of organization
to add, amend or remove a specific public bene-
fit in the manner otherwise provided for
amending the benefit company’s purpose in the
articles of incorporation or articles of organiza-
tion.
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(3) Notwithstanding the requirement in ORS
58.076 that a professional corporation have ren-
dering professional service as the professional
corporation’s sole purpose, a professional cor-
poration that is a benefit company shall have
the purposes set forth in ORS 58.076 and the
purpose of providing a general public benefit.
The professional corporation may identify a
specific public benefit in addition to the pur-
poses described in this subsection.

SECTION 6. (1) A governor of a benefit
company shall act in the best interests of the
benefit company and shall discharge the
governor’s duties as provided for a director of a
corporation in ORS 60.357, or as provided for a
member or manager of a limited liability com-
pany under ORS 63.155, as appropriate for the
benefit company’s form of organization. In de-
termining the best interests of the benefit com-
pany, the governor shall consider how an action
of the governor or of the benefit company, or a
decision not to act, will affect:

(a) The shareholders or members of the
benefit company;

(b) The employees and work force of the
benefit company and the employees and work
force of the benefit company’s subsidiaries and
suppliers;

(c) The benefit company’s subsidiaries and
suppliers;

(d) The interests the benefit company’s cus-
tomers have in receiving a portion of the gen-
eral public benefit or specific public benefit that
the benefit company provides;

(e) The communities that the benefit
company’s activities affect including, but not
limited to, the communities in which the benefit
company is located, operates or has offices or
other facilities and in which the benefit
company’s subsidiaries and suppliers are lo-
cated, operate or have offices or other facilities;

(f) The local and global environment;
(g) The short-term and long-term interests

of the benefit company, including an interest in
benefits that might accrue from the benefit
company’s long-term plans and the possibility
that the interests of the benefit company are
best served by keeping the benefit company in-
dependent; and

(h) The benefit company’s ability to fulfill
the benefit company’s general public benefit
purpose and any specific public benefit identified
in the benefit company’s articles of incorpo-
ration or articles of organization.

(2) A governor of a benefit company may
consider how an action of the governor or of the
benefit company, or decision not to act, will af-
fect other interests the governor deems perti-
nent.

(3) A governor of a benefit company need not
give a particular interest identified in subsection
(1) or (2) of this section priority over another

interest identified in subsection (1) or (2) of this
section unless the benefit company’s articles of
incorporation or articles of organization identify
an interest to which the governor must give
priority.

(4) A governor’s consideration under this
section of the effects of an action, or a decision
not to act, is in accordance with ORS 60.357 or
63.155 as ORS 60.357 or 63.155 applies to the
governor.

(5)(a) A governor of a benefit company is not
personally liable for money damages as a con-
sequence of taking an action or deciding not to
act if the governor discharged the governor’s
duties in accordance with this section and with
ORS 60.357 or 63.155, as appropriate for the
benefit company’s form of organization.

(b) A governor of a benefit company is not
personally liable for money damages for the
benefit company’s failure to provide a general
public benefit or a specific public benefit.

(c) A governor of a benefit company does not
have a duty to a person as a consequence of the
person’s status as a beneficiary of the general
public benefit or a specific public benefit that
the benefit company provides.

SECTION 7. (1)(a) A benefit company must
have a board of governors and may designate
at least one member of the board as a benefit
governor. A benefit governor, in addition to the
powers, duties, rights, privileges and immunities
that other governors of the benefit company
have, has the powers, duties, rights, privileges
and immunities set forth in this section.

(b) The articles of incorporation, articles of
organization, bylaws or other organizational
documents of the benefit company may set forth
additional qualifications for a benefit governor
that are consistent with this section.

(2) The benefit company’s governors shall
elect or appoint and may remove a benefit gov-
ernor in accordance with procedures set forth in
the benefit company’s articles of incorporation
or articles of organization or in accordance with
procedures the governors adopt if the articles
of incorporation or articles of organization do
not specify a procedure.

(3) The benefit governor shall provide infor-
mation or statements to other governors of the
benefit company concerning the other
governors’ obligations under section 6 of this
2013 Act.

(4) An individual’s action or decision not to
act made in the capacity of benefit governor is
for all purposes the individual’s action or deci-
sion not to act in the individual’s capacity as a
governor of the benefit company.

(5) A benefit governor is not personally liable
for an action or omission the benefit governor
makes in the benefit governor’s capacity as a
benefit governor unless the action or omission
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constitutes self-dealing, willful misconduct or a
knowing violation of law.

SECTION 8. (1) A member that has manage-
ment duties with respect to a benefit company,
or an officer or a manager of a benefit company,
shall act in the best interests of the benefit
company and shall discharge the member’s,
officer’s or manager’s duties as provided in ORS
60.374 and 60.377 or in ORS 63.155, as appropriate
for the benefit company’s form of organization.
In addition, the member, officer or manager
shall consider the effects of an action of the
member, officer or manager or of the benefit
company, or of a decision not to act:

(a) To the extent the member, officer or
manager has the discretion to take the action
or to decide not to act;

(b) If, in the member’s, officer’s or
manager’s reasonable judgment, the action or
decision not to act may have a material effect
on the general public benefit or a specific public
benefit the benefit company provides; and

(c) In accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion 6 (1) to (3) of this 2013 Act for a governor’s
consideration of the effects of the action or the
decision not to act.

(2) A member’s, officer’s or manager’s con-
sideration under this section of the effects of an
action, or a decision not to act, is in accordance
with ORS 60.374 and 60.377 or with ORS 63.155,
as appropriate for the benefit company’s form
of organization, as those provisions apply to a
member, officer or manager of a benefit com-
pany.

(3)(a) A member, officer or manager of a
benefit company is not personally liable for
money damages as a consequence of taking an
action or deciding not to act if the member, of-
ficer or manager discharged the member’s,
officer’s or manager’s duties in accordance with
this section and with ORS 60.374 and 60.377 or
with ORS 63.155, as appropriate for the benefit
company’s form of organization.

(b) A member, officer or manager of a bene-
fit company is not personally liable for money
damages for the benefit company’s failure to
provide a general public benefit or a specific
public benefit.

(c) A member, officer or manager of a bene-
fit company does not have a duty to a person
as a consequence of the person’s status as a
beneficiary of the general public benefit or a
specific public benefit that the benefit company
provides.

SECTION 9. (1) Except as provided in sub-
section (2) of this section, a person may not
commence a proceeding against a benefit com-
pany, or against the governors, members, offi-
cers or managers of a benefit company, to
assert a claim that the benefit company, gover-
nors, members, officers or managers:

(a) Failed to pursue, create or provide a
general public benefit or a specific public benefit
identified in the benefit company’s articles of
incorporation or articles of organization; or

(b) Violated a duty or a standard of conduct
prescribed under sections 1 to 11 of this 2013
Act.

(2) A person may commence a direct or de-
rivative proceeding, as appropriate, to compel a
benefit company to provide a general public
benefit or a specific public benefit or to require
a governor, member, officer or manager to act
in accordance with a duty or a standard of con-
duct set forth in the benefit company’s articles
of incorporation or articles of organization, or
prescribed under sections 1 to 11 of this 2013
Act, only if the person is:

(a) The benefit company;
(b) A governor;
(c) A shareholder or member; or
(d) Another person identified in the benefit

company’s bylaws, articles of incorporation or
articles of organization as having a right to
commence a proceeding under this section.

(3) A benefit company is not liable for money
damages as a consequence of failing to provide
a general public benefit or a specific public ben-
efit.

SECTION 10. (1) A benefit company each
year shall prepare a benefit report.

(2)(a) The benefit report shall give a narra-
tive description of:

(A) The extent to which the benefit company
provided a general public benefit and the actions
and methods the benefit company used to pro-
vide the general public benefit.

(B) The extent to which the benefit company
provided a specific public benefit identified in
the benefit company’s articles of incorporation
or articles of organization, and the actions and
methods the benefit company used to provide
the specific public benefit.

(C) Any circumstances that hindered or pre-
vented the benefit company from providing a
general public benefit or a specific public bene-
fit.

(b) In addition to the narrative descriptions
required under paragraph (a) of this subsection,
the benefit report shall:

(A) Assess the extent to which the benefit
company met or exceeded a third-party standard
that the benefit company selected and identified
in the benefit report. The benefit company shall
conduct the assessment and evaluate the benefit
company’s performance with respect to the
third-party standard in a manner that is con-
sistent with assessments and evaluations con-
ducted in previous benefit reports or shall
explain the reasons for an inconsistent assess-
ment or evaluation.

(B) Describe the process and rationale the
benefit company used to select or to change the
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third-party standard described in subparagraph
(A) of this paragraph.

(c) A benefit report prepared under this sec-
tion does not need to be audited or certified by
a third party.

(3) The benefit company each year shall de-
liver a copy of the benefit report to each holder
of an equity interest within 120 days after the
end of the benefit company’s fiscal year or at
the same time the benefit company delivers any
other annual report to a holder of an equity in-
terest.

(4) A benefit company shall post on the pub-
licly accessible pages of the benefit company’s
website all of the benefit company’s benefit re-

ports or shall provide without charge a copy of
the most recent benefit report to a person that
requests a copy unless providing the copy would
violate a provision of applicable law.

SECTION 11. The benefit company shall as-
sess the extent to which the benefit company
provides a general public benefit and any spe-
cific public benefit identified in the benefit
company’s articles of incorporation or articles
of organization against a third-party standard.

Approved by the Governor June 4, 2013
Filed in the office of Secretary of State June 4, 2013
Effective date January 1, 2014
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